
You win the game with us



The AgroStratéga brand was established by two experienced consultants in 2009 with the goal of
helping businesses working in Hungary’s agri-business succeed in global competition by offering
professional strategic advice. In addition to marketing and business planning, we are at home in
various fields of specialisation in agriculture, which enables us to quickly assess the situation and
demands of our partners and to elaborate viable solutions to the problems that arise. We do  believe
this to be one of our strong assets.

Árpád Pólya was born in 1970. An engineer and economist, he specialises in marketing, business
planning, agriculture and plant protection. Having earned a degree in agro-chemistry and agricultural
engineering at Pannon University in Keszthely, Hungary, he continued his studies in the fields of finance,
and later, marketing at the Faculty of Economics of the University of Pécs.
He spent almost one and a half decade working for Hungarian and international companies in the fields
of sales and marketing. In doing so, he performed executive duties in the markets of the Central
 European region both within and outside of Hungary. 
Teaming up with partners in 2004, he set up Ötlethíd Gazdaságfejlesztô, Mérnöki és Oktatási Tanács -
adó, Szolgáltató Kft. (Idea Bridge Economic Development, Engineering and Training Consultancy and
Services Ltd.), where he is engaged in management and marketing consultancy as well as business
planning. He is the managing director of that company.
In the course of his project management and consultant work, he gained experience in the sales and
marketing of both products and services. His experience stems primarily from the organisational market.
He is in regular contact with agricultural operators, both vendors to and buyers of the sector.
He has been a member of the Magyar Növényvédô Mérnöki és Növényorvosi Kamara (Hungarian
Chamber of Engineers for Plant Protection and Plant Doctors) from the outset. He has also been a
member of Magyar Madártani és Természetvédelmi Egyesület (Hungarian Ornithology and Nature
 Protection Society) for over 25 years.
He is married, and lives in Budapest with his wife and son. In his leisure time, he likes to go hiking,
scuba diving or skiing, and is also into viticulture and winemaking.

Mariann Varanka was born in 1968. Having earned a BCM at Oxford Open University in business
management, she specialised in marketing, strategic planning and communication. She also studied
business administration, advertising, media planning, market survey and management theory, both in
English and Hungarian.
She spent nearly a decade in marketing, working for international companies in a multicultural setting.
Afterwards, she went into advertising, working primarily for international clients or their representation
in Hungary, helping them with strategic and communication consultancy in addition to creative work.
She set up B2B Communications Kreatív és Kommunikációs Ügynökség Kft. (B2B Communications
Creative and Communications Agency Ltd.) in 2001 as a family business, where she is engaged in
management, marketing and communication consultancy as well as business planning. She is the
 managing director of the company.
She gained experience in marketing products and services both in the market of organisations and
consumers, working as project leader and consultant. She has knowledge and experience of FMCG
marketing, as well as market surveys, sales promotion and PR. She has lectures at professional
 conferences and moderated international organisational development projects as well. 
She lives in Dunakeszi near Budapest. In her leisure time, she enjoys gardening, reading or tennis,
and she is actively involved in gastronomy.
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In our experience, the path through planning and implementation to the achievement of goals starts
with an assessment of the situation. Although it is fair to say this path is longer and more tiresome than
starting off with considering the ideas that arise, practice confirms that the former works, while the
latter leads to partial results at best.

The assessment usually starts with the scrutiny of the external environment, followed by an analysis of
the internal environment.

Once the external and internal situations are assessed, we draft the SWOT analysis, which already
offers an indication of the directions to take and to avoid.

These options are then elaborated in the course of preparing the marketing strategy and the detailed
plans. The strategy and plans are implemented on the basis of action plans. Therefore, project can be
generally divided into three parts: 1. analysis, 2. planning, and 3. implementation (including verification
and feedback, of course).

Existing market survey results may be handy for the assessment, but sometimes it is worthwhile to
conduct our own research. Experience and relevant information obtained in earlier research are also
built in the assessment (provided that the assessment also forms part of our engagement). 

The expected duration of completing the assessment is three to four weeks subject to the level of
detail. A similar time frame is needed to elaborate the marketing plan. About two to three weeks should
be planned for elaborating the details plans (such as communication, PR and promotion plans), while
compilation of the campaign plan takes one to two weeks. Therefore, the complete process from start-
ing the assessment to the beginning of implementation takes a total of nine to 13 weeks. As personal
consultations might be necessary several times during a comprehensive project, the above time frame
may take substantially longer. As far as we are concerned, we make every effort to make sure we
reach the end result in the shortest time possible.

Reasons why external consultants should be recruited for this work:
an independent consultant provides an objective presentation of the external and internal environment;
systemises the information collected (assessment);
makes proposals based on the synthesis of the outcomes (SWOT);
offers advice well-founded by trade experience;
enables progress according to an operational schedule tested in practice;
meanwhile, the methods and procedures used may be learned;
ideas raised during teamwork can also be built in;
and, not in the least, all participants develop in the course of the joint project.

It is important to emphasise that, being practical experts, we do believe
in strategies based on analysis, clear principles that can be complied
with, action plans that work, and campaign plans that can be executed. 



Current top clients and our joint achievements

NUFARM Hungária Kft.

We have been working with the Hungarian team
of the plant protection product  manufacturing
company, ba s e d in Australia, since 2011.  During
this time, annual marketing plans based on as-
sessment were introduced, and implementation
also takes place on the basis of annual cam-
paign plans. Since the commencement of our
collaboration, their annual sales  revenue tripled,
the sales staff doubled, the company’s  mark et
share, penetration and profit have all  increased,
and they strengthened their market position.
Having earned the recognition of the European
headquarters, other European representations
have also adopted the elements and slogan de-
veloped by us for a priority product. One of their
trade publications, also compiled in Hungary, is
used as a textbook by teachers of Hungarian uni-
versities offering courses in agriculture.

We provide our priority clients with comprehensive services, ranging from assessment through planning to implementation. For them, we
essentially operate as the outsourced marketing department of the international company’s Hungarian subsidiary. We regularly consult the
top manager as well as the staff involved in the various projects, but work independently on the basis of the (usually annual) plans.

We have our team of subcontractors working in the background, covering diverse areas, who have been working with us for years to ensure
undisturbed work at a high standard. So far, we have been able to perform all tasks that have arisen with the help of these professionals
(including graphic designers, photographers, print shops, organisational development experts) having decades of experience in their re-
spective field of specialisation, and strive to make sure this remains the same in the future as well.



RAPOOL Hungária Kft.

The Hungarian subsidiary of the German-
held company specialising in sales of win-
ter oilseed rape seeds has been our client
since 2012, i.e. nearly from the outset. An-
nual marketing plans based on  assessment
were introduced along with annual cam-
paign plans for implementation.  During our
collaboration, the company has been able
to strengthen its market position, increase
its sales revenue and penetration in the
Hungarian rapeseed market.  



SAATEN-UNION Hungária Kft.

We started working with the Hungarian subsidiary en-
gaged in sales of seeds for arable land of the domestica-
tion firm – also based in Germany – in 2012. Once again,
annual  marketing plans based on  assessment was intro-
duced here as well, in addition to  implementation based
on  annual campaign plans.  During the period of our
 collaboration, the company multiplied its annual sales
 revenue, tripled its sales staff, strengthened its market
 position and benefited from a jumpstart in its market
share, penetration and profit. Departing from the Europe an
strategy with the approval of the German headquarters
and the Hungarian management, the revolutionary seeds
for hybrid wheat were introduced in the market of winter
 cereals on the basis of marketing and communication
plans elaborated specifically for the situation in Hungary.
Thanks to the well-founded strategy and the consistently
implemented co m munication, Hungary boasts the second
largest area in Europe sown with hybrid wheat.



Other projects

In addition to our assignments delivered for top clients under annual contracts, we work for other
clients, usually on a project basis (although the number of clients who return is on the rise). These
other clients pursue activities related to agriculture but are diverse. They include business entities in
Hungarian as well as international ownership, and activities range from fertiliser sales through wholesale
of raw materials and integration, agricultural information technology, financial services, agricultural
 machinery and equipment, to crop-protection sales, to name but a few. The scope of individual
 assignments may encompass comprehensive due diligence and reorganisation, but may also be only
for elaborating a specific campaign or a market research.
Our proprietary nationwide market survey, mapping up the habits of farmers and company managers
engaged in agricultural production on a professional – that is, income-earning – basis for obtaining
professional information, has been a priority project for years. The outcomes of our surveys are used
in a number of fields within the sector, ranging from university education to decision-making by vendors
to agriculture. Professional associations (AGRYA – Hungarian Association of Young  Farmers, GOSZ
– Grain Producers’ Association Hungary) support our research as partners.
We have been participating in an increasing number of Young Farmer Observatory projects proposed
by AGRYA for years in the capacity of consultant. One of the results of this work was carrying out a
joint survey with AGRYA, with professional support from KSH (Hungarian Central  Statistical  Office)
in 2015. 
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